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3. Krylatka missile:, were shorn in the 7 November 1961 parade.
They were shown an their la pnchers (peskovoy stot) projecting from
container tubes (konteyner-eruba) with two covers (kryshka) which
were open in the parade. The container la erected on the launcher
(puskovaya ustanovka) from the driver 'e cabin and the opposite end
of the container automatically recta on the launching pad (puskovoy
stol). When the upper end of the container, which is located toward
the driver's cabin, is raioed, the turbine of the krylatka begins
to "unwind" (raskruchivataya). When the missile emerges from the
container tube, the wings aetomatically extend (vyskakivat) from
the missile body and the missile flies. The krylatka warhead
(boyegolovka) is designed so that it will be used to fire only a
thermonuclear charge (vcdorednyy zaryad) and a conventional TNT
,(trotilnyy) charge.2
4. The Soviets are not having any success with the development of a sclid feel (tverdoye toplivo) for guided missiles
(upravlyayemaya raketa). Solid fuel developed so far have
insufficient caloric value (K3 ). In order to develop a solid
fuel, an enormous eeantity of whale oil (kitovcy zhir) is needed.
The Soviets are concerned that NATO countries may interfere in
the future with the Soviet whale catch.
Ccem?nts:
1. The two missiles apparently eeuate with the R-12 and R-14
missiles, and may also be designated 8/1.63 and 8A65. (See
Source previously reported that the krylatke is designated
"SP-5"
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